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We examinetheevolutionwithheliocentric
distance
of theamplitude
of fluctuations
in theinterplanetary
magneticand velocity fields assuminga model of homogeneous,
steadystate turbulence. Based on
observations
and recentresults,both the Alfv6n ratio and the normalizedcrosshelicity are taken to be
constantcomparedto othervariations,and the turbulenceis assumedto be nearlyincompressive.The

fluemarion
amplitudes
arefoundby takingtheheatingof theplasma
bythefluctuations
to be negligible;
quasisteadystateturbulence
with dampingbalancedby large-scale
energyinputwill leadto thesameconclusions
for inertialrangefluctuations.Whiletheassumptions
of thismodelcontrast
sharplywiththosefor purely
Alfv6nicfluctuations,
we find thattheradialdependence
of the amplitudeof thefluctuations
for reasonable
parametersis very nearlythat foundfrom both WKB analysisand recentturbulencemodeling. The
robustness
of thisresultsuggests
whysomepredictions
of WKB theoryare apparently
correctin solarwind
conditionswherethe theoryis not expectedto be valid.
INTRODUCTION

Early calculationsof the evolution of the amplitudesof
interplanetaryfluctuationsin the magnetic field and plasma
variables were based on the paradigm of Belcher and Davis

the outer heliosphere [Roberts et al., 1990 and references
therein]. This resultis perhapsespeciallysurprisingin the outer
heliosphere,wherethe fluctuationsare not Alfv6nic on average

[Roberts et al., 1987a,b].

Moreover, it has been argued

recently (see for example, Matthaeus and Goldstein [1982],
[1971] that took the dominant contribution to the fluctuations
Marsch [1991], and Roberts and Goldstein [1991] for reviews
to be Alfv6n waves propagatingoutwardfrom the Sun. On this
and references) that the evolution of the interplanetary
assumption,the properly normalized magnetic and velocity
fluctuations is better describedby a turbulencerather than a
fields had the sameamplitudeand directioneverywhere(up to
wave model, in accordwith Coleman's [1968] original idea.
a sign) and were incompressive.Further, the assumptionthat
This raises the question of why the WKB model should have
the spatialscaleof the fluctuationswas small comparedto the
any relevance to the evolution of the fluctuations. Some
large-scale gradients of the Alfv6n speed allowed the
insight into this question was recently obtained by Zhou and
application of the WKB approximation,which essentially
Matthaeus [1989, 1990]. They derived a transportequation
treatedthe wavesas refractingin a mediumof slowly varying
which, in addition to a term involving triple correlations,has a
index of refraction. After a number of such calculations were
"mixing" term associatedwith the interactionbetween largeperformed[e.g., Alazrake and Couturier, 1971; Belcher, 1971]

Hollweg, [1974] showedthat the radial dependenceof the
fields could be obtained by finding the heating rate of the

scale fields and the cross correlation

of the small-scale

inward

and outward traveling waves. They obtainedcrosscorrelations
using turbulence modeling of the solar wind and thereby
plasma due to the Alfv6n waves and setting it to zero. This
obtained an expressionfor the evolution of the fluctuationsin
showed that the previous calculations were more restrictive
a general varying background. They ignored the triple
than necessary,and in particular that the result was valid for
correlationsin their transportequation for the calculation; this
any amplitude and propagationdirection for the waves. The
assumptiondependson either having no nonlinear interactions
existenceof an energyconservation
argumentsuggests
that the
or having steadystateturbulence,where the latter implies that a
WKB result for the amplitudeevolutionmight be generalized
steadysmall-scaledissipationof the fluctuationsis matchedby
further to take into accounta more realisticdescriptionof the
a steadyinput from a cascadefrom the large-scalefields. Under
solar wind; one such generalizationis the main point of this
theseconditionsthey showedthat the amplitudesof isotropic
paper.
fluctuationsevolve in a mannervery similar to that found with
Observational tests of the amplitude evolution show that
WKB theory.
the WKB prediction works quite well for large-scale
In this paper, we use conservation equations for mass,
fluctuationsin the inner heliosphere(spacecrafttime scalesof
momentum, and energy to derive an expression for the
daysto hours)and for smallerscales(hoursto minutesor less)in
evolution of the fluctuations,an approachdifferent from Zhou
and Matthaeus [1989, 1990]. In our calculation, we time
averagethe fluctuating fields at a point; hence we do not have
tAlsoatLaboratory
forExtraterrestrial
Physics,
NASAGoddard
Space
any
correlation tensor. The limitation of our calculation as
FlightCenter,Greenbelt,Maryland.
comparedto that of Zhou and Matthaeus is that we cannot find
the evolution of the spectrumof the fluctuations. On the other
Copyright1993by the AmericanGeophysical
Union.
hand, our conclusionsare independent of any assumption
aboutthe wave numberspectrumof the turbulence.
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O148-0227/93/92JA-02398505.00

We calculatethe evolutionof the fluctuationsnot only for
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the equatorialplane but also for the polarregion. We find that
the fluctuationsin the polar region decreasesomewhatmore
slowly than the fluctuations in the equatorial plane, but this
effect will be masked by uncertaintiesin the initial conditions
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ASSUMPTIONS AND METHOD
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the variationsin density 8p --0.1P0, where P0 is the mean

00

magnitude
suchthat 8B --0.lB 0 and•(B2)-- 0.1(•B)2, or

also take the fluctuationsin the thermal pressure•p to be

.

50

backgrounddensity. A similar fact holds for the magneticfield

negligible.
The Alfvtnic assumptionrelates the velocity and magnetic
fluctuations directly, thus greatly simplifying the analysis of

.

150

The solar wind is known to have a very low level of
compressivefluctuationsin most regionsnot near shocks,with

alternatively the power in the field magnitudeis typically onetenth of that in the componentfluctuations[Goldstein et al.,
1984]. These observationshave recently been interpretedas the
signatureof the low sonicMach numberof the flow in the solar
wind frame [e.g., Zank and Matthaeus, 1990 and references
therein]; in such cases incompressibleMHD is an accurate
leading order descriptionof the magnetofluid. This viewpoint
is supportedby recentMHD simulations[Robertseta/., 1991].
Thus we will take the flow to be locally incompressibleand
conservingof the magneticfield magnitudeeven at times when
it is not Alfvtnic. Consistentwith these assumptions,we will
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Fig. 1. Histogramshowingthe distributionof ra valuesat the 3-hour
scale found using 100 days of Voyager 2 hour-averageddata at a
distanceof about2 AU from theSun. The meanvalueof ra is 0.46.

fluctuating
vectors
at a point(e.g.,(v2b)),hereafter
referred
to
as triple products,are negligiblecomparedto other terms. Note
that the above mentioned average is not the triple correlation
function but rather is the value of the triple correlation when
the distancebetweenthe correlationpointsis zero. Hence our
assumptionis different from Zhou and Matthaeus' [1989,
1990] assumption. The assumptionthat triple correlationsare
negligible implies that triple productsare negligible, but not
vice

versa.

We

will

show

that for

"slab"

fluctuations

the

relevant triple productsare exactly zero.
As mentioned by Zhou and Matthaeus [1989], the triple
correlations determine the spectral transfer in the turbulent
AlfvtnratiorAbetween
thefluctuating
kineticandmagnetic cascade,and thus neglectingthem is to say that the cascadedoes
energies,and the normalizedcrosshelicity •rcof the magnetic not matter from the standpoint of the amplitude evolution.
and velocity fluctuations (the "normalized cross helicity," This is true in the purely linear limit, but it is alsovalid for the
inertial range of fluctuationsif the input to this range from
defined more carefully below). Observationsof the Alfvtn
large scalesis just enoughto match the dissipationthat damps
ratio show that it is very near 1 at 0.3 AU in highly Alfvtnic
regions and near 0.5 by I AU and more generally in less fluctuations at the small-scale end of the cascade. Thus if, as
may well be the casein the solar wind, the large-scaleflows are
Alfvtnic intervals [Marsch and Tu, 1990; Roberts et al.,
1990].In Figure1,thedistribution
of rAis shown
for 100days continually tapped to maintain a quasi-steady spectrum, the
of Voyager 2 data at a distanceof about 2 AU from the Sun. cascadewill not greatly affect the amplitude of the inertial
range fluctuations. In any case, the time scales for spectral
The values of •rc also decreasein time, or equivalently with
transfer are large in the outer heliosphere,and this also would
distance as the flow moves outward, but this decrease is much
arguefor the neglectof triple correlations.
slower than the decreasein suchquantitiesas the amplitudeof
the magnetic fluctuations,especiallyin the outer heliosphere.
The simplest model of Zhou and Matthaeus [1989, 1990]
ANALYSIS
the evolution of the fluctuations.

In lieu of this closure, we

adopt the observed near constancy of two other quantities
involving magnetic and velocity fluctuations, namely the

predicts
that{Ycvarieswithheliocentric
distance
r asr-(1/7),

This paper is a generalizationof Hollweg's [1974] paper.
Following his approach, we start with the conservation
Roberts
et al. [1987a,
b]. ThuswetakerAand•rctobeconstant
equationsfor mass,momentum,and energy and computetime
for the calculation below.
averagesof them. Angular brackets will indicate the time
We assume that the fluctuations
have no correlations
between the different components; this is strongly supported average of the quantity enclosed. Throughout the paper, H
denotesthe magneticfield in cgs units, B is the magneticfield
by the observations of the helicity of the magnetic field
in Alfvtnic units, V is the flow velocity of the plasma,p is the
[Matthaeus and Goldstein, 1982; Goldstein et al., 1991] that
show that suchcorrelationsare essentiallyrandom. In addition, mass density, and p is the pressuretensorof the plasma. We
there is a well-establishedtendencyfor the minimum variance separatethesequantities into time averaged(V0, B0, H•, etc.)
and fluctuating (v, b, h, etc.) parts: p =- P0; P -=P0I; B -in the magnetic fluctuations to lie along the mean field
and this is generallyconsistentwith the observationalresultsof

direction [Belcher and Davis, 1971; Klein et al., 1991, and
references therein]. We assume that the ratio between the

fluctuations along the mean magnetic field and those
perpendicular to it is constant; the constants used in our
calculationare 1 (isotropic), 1/3 (closeto the actualcase),and 0
("slab" fluctuations).
The one other assumptionwe need to close the equationsis
that the time average of some of the products of three

H/x/(4•rp);
B -- B0+b;H -- H0+h;andV • V0+v. In writingthe

expressionsfor the density and the pressure,we have used the
assumptions
that the incompressiblelimit gives a goodleading
order descriptionof a nearly incompressiveplasmaand that the
pressureis isotropic. Since the fluctuatingpart of all quantities

is boundedandstationary,
we set(•/•0 = 0. We thenhave

(v. (pv))= 0,
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Using•BI = 0, we find that

(2Boßb+b2) =const

V.t•pV'V2 Tr(p)V+p-V+
q+$l=(pg.V),(3)

(12)

or

where g is the local gravitationalacceleration,q is the heat flux
(13)
density,and S = (c/4g)x(ExB) is the Poyntingflux. Note that it
is the equationsfor the backgroundplasmathat we solve, and
(7) andby usingBo.(V
not the more commonly solved equationsfor the fluctuations By insertingthevalueof Soin equation
of
found by subtracting averaged equations from the original xEo)= 0, whichfollowsfromthefactthatVxEo= 0 because
time
stationarity,
we
obtain
equations.

((B
o-b)v):
-•-

By def'mition,the mean fluctuationis zero; e.g., (v)= 0.
Using this, the aboveequationscan be written as

V.(poVo) = 0,

(4)

V.PoVoVo
+(vv)+'•Bo'I-BoBo
+•(b')I-(bb)
+Vpo = Pog,

(5)

To write equation (14) in recognizableform, we add

(3/2)(0p0/0t)(-- 0) to theequation.
Nowpartof equation
(14)

(6)

becomes

Po
I+V'(-•poVo)+Po
VßVo

We eliminateg from (6) by takingthe scalarproductof (5) with
V o, andinsertingthe resultinto (6). This gives

3d

5pod

- 2dtPø2podtPø

3 V
v-(•-po
o+qo)+poV-VoJ

_
d Po'Po
- 3poSn

05)

In the secondstep, we made use of the continuityequationfor
mass,i.e.,

We wouldlike to writeSoin termsof v andb. Let Eo denote
the averageelectricfield, and e denotethe fluctuationin the
electricfield. The averagePoyntingvectorSOis givenby

d

•Po+PoV'Vo
=0
where d/dr is the convective derivative.

½

SO=-• {(E
oXH
o)+(exh)},

(16)

However,

(S)
+V-qo

(17)

where

=-l(voXao),
and

I
(VoX
xh)}.
e=--{(vxHo)+
h)+(v

(10)

½

where j and E* are the conduction current density and the
electric field respectively in the comoving frame [Siscoe,
1983]. From equations(14), (15), and (17), we see that the
right hand sideof equation(14) is equal to J'E*, which is the
heating rate due to electromagneticfields. This heating rate
only depends on the fluctuating fields, indicating that the
Parker field itself does not heat the plasma. If we assumethat
there is no dissipationthen the right hand side of equation(14)
must vanish, giving

Therefore

So:Po[Vo(
Bo'+(b'))-Bo(Vo.B
o+(v.b))]
+po
[(v(Bob))-(b(V
oßb))+
(b2
v)-(b(v
ßb))]. (11)

(18)
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It will be convenientto work in a frame corotatingwith the
sun at angularrate 1•s. In this frame, V 0 and B0 are parallel or
antiparallelbecausemagneticfield is frozen in the plasma. The

OF SOLAR WIND TURBULENCE

and

•- •-V• =sin(t/)
3r r

additionalforcesdo not modify the equation. The centrifugal
acceleration•sX(•'lsXr) can be includedin g, and the Coriolis
force2P(•sXV ) doesno work since(•sXV)-V = 0.
where•/is the anglebetween• and •. We usethe formula
To simplify equation (18),
assumptionsas discussedabove:

we make the following

tan(•/) = r•2s sin(O)/Vsw where Vsw is the speedof the solar
wind. Using the above, equation(26) becomes

1. BothrA= (v2)/(b
2)andthenormalized
cross
hellcity
crc
= 2(v.b)/((v2)+(b2))are constant.
2. The fluctuationshave the following properties:

(bfi) =•(b,') = 7'(b'),
=
(v,v,)=(b,b,)=O,

(19)

Using (24), (25), and (27), we find that
d

(2o)
(21)

where fl and y are constants;the subscripts denotesthe
component of the vector along the average flow, and the
subscript n denotes either component of the vector
perpendicularto the averageflow.

last
term=
Vo•(h•)+

•'l d
'
r
r 1
2(rA-1)Vo[
(A(h•))-(h,
2)cøs'(rl)-(h,•)cøs
(28)

where A is the cross-sectionalarea of the flow tube along which
the derivative is taken. Now substituting(28) into equation

(18),andalsousingequation
(19) whichimplies
that(ht2) =
3. Thetriple-product
averages
(V2Vs),
(b2vs),
and((v'b)vs) (ho2) = (hn2),we obtain

are negligible comparedto other terms. When the fluctuations
along the mean field are zero ("slab turbulence"),these terms
are exactly zero.

ld[A(h'){(2
+rA)V
0-(1+r•)o'½B
0}]
Ads

d

-V0
.•(h•)+
2(r
A_1)V0
(h.•)cos(,)(1
+cos2
(r/))
=0'

For isotropic turbulence, fl = 1 and y= 1/3 [Batchelor,

(29)

r

1953]. We also calculate fluctuationsfor anisotropiccasesin

which fl = 1/3, y= 1/7 (closeto the observedvalues;seeKlein
et at. [1991]) andfl = 0, y= 0 ("slab turbulence").Using the
above assumptions,we can simplify the last term of equation

UsingV'(p0V0) = V.H0 = 0, we obtain

(18) to

PoVo
A = const

2(r
a- 1)V0•-[V.
{(h,
2)gg
+(hfi)ii
+(hs
2)•}]

(30)

and

d

+Vo(n

(22)

where
• is theunitvector
along
thespiral,
• is theunitvector

BoAno
= const.

(31)

ABø=const.

(32)

Therefore

perpendicular
to • but in the planeof usualorthogonal
unit

vectors
• and• (bothof these
unitvectors
aretangent
tothe
cone
whose
apex
angle
is0),and• is perpendicular
toboth•
and•. NotethatV0 in equation
(22)is thevelocityin the
corotatingframe and is tangentialto the spiral. We have used
the same symbol V0 for both frames of reference. In the above
expression d/ds representsthe derivative taken along the
direction of flow in the corotating coordinate system. To
simplify the above equation,we use vector identity

V-(fAA)= Af(V.A)+A(A.V)f+f(A.V)A

(23)

where A is a vectorfield andf is a scalarfield. Using the fact

After simplification of equation (29) using equation (32), we
obtain

(1+
ra)l- •ss
(ln(h2))

2 Vo •ss
(ln(AVø))
+{(2+ra)
(l+ra)'Bø}d
+2(r
a-1)8cos(r/)
(1+cos2
(r/))
=0.

(33)

r

that
•.•=•.•=0,and
also
•.{(•.V)•}
=0 weobtain

Alsowe take(hn2) = 8(h2),where8 =(1-7)/2is a constant

d

(fromequations
(19) and(20)). SinceBo/Vois roughly1/10

last
term
=V0
•(h2)+

near and beyond 1 AU, and further O'ctends to be much less

1 in theouterheliosphere•,
wecanignore
o'cBo/Vo.
Since
2(r
a-1)V0
[V.
((h.
2)•)+
(h,
•)•.{(i.V)i}
+(h,
•)•.{(•.V)[}].
(24)than
there is no velocity along 0, the spiral is contained in a
After somealgebraicmanipulation,
we obtain
(25)

particularcone. Hence for all the spiralsin a given cone, the
half angle 0 can be treatedas a constantparameter,and r and s
have a one-to-onecorrespondence,
which enablesus to change
the variablesfrom r to s. Using dr/ds= cos(r/), we obtain
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d(ln(h•))
+(2+r•)
d(ln(AVø))+
dIn(r)
•rr
(1+r•) dr
28(r•-l)
(1+r•)dr
-8 (r•-l) d In 1+ V•
(1+ rA) dr

= O.

r•, sinO

(34)

Using
AV0• P0'1• r 2 andchoosing
r0asa reference
point,
wefinallyobtain(h2(r,O))
in termsof (h2(ro,
O))ß

(h:(r,O))=(h:(ro,O))

_$(l-r•)
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take the fluctuationsto have an amplitude independentof 0 at
0.1 AU, then the difference between the amplitudes at the
ecliptic and over the poles will only amountto about 10% at
2.5 AU, and thus this effect will not be observableby Ulysses.
By 40 AU the differenceis about a factor of 3 in power level,
and thus theremay be someconsequences
of this effect for the
outer heliosphere. However, the uncertainties in the level of
the fluctuations

at the source and in the differences

between the

turbulentevolution in the two casesare sufficiently great that
we cannotyet arrive at any clear conclusionsaboutthe angular
dependenceof the fluctuations.
Figures2 and 3 showplotsof the power law index o• versus

rAin theformula
(h2)• r-a forequatorial
andpolar
region
ß (35)

respectively. The figures showsthe remarkablysmall range of

values
forthisindexas8 andrAvaryovertheobserved
range.

1+ ro-Q,
sinO'

The result from the Zhou and Matthaeus [1989,

ForAlfv6nicor anyotherequipartitioned
fluctuations,
rA =

1990]

turbulencemodelingapproachis also shownfor comparisonas
O•zm;note the qualitativesimilarity of our resultsto theirs.

1. This leads to the standard result

CONCLUSION

(h2) • r-3.

(36)

Note, however, that this holds no matter what assumptionis
made aboutthe isotropyof the fluctuations.
In the equatorialplane (0 = n•/2),in the limit r >> 1 AU, we

We have found that the evolution of the amplitudes of
interplanetary fluctuations is very close to the WKB result

underthe more realisticassumption
of nearlyincompressible,
steadystateturbulence. The casein which the fluctuationshave
nearly the observedanisotropyis indistinguishablefrom the

obtain

7k ....

I2(2+ra)-2S(l-ra))}
(37)
(h2(r,O))=(h2(ro,O))r-[
(l+ra)
(l+r
a
Supposewe take a typical Alfv6n ratio of 0.5 for the solarwind
(see Figure 1). Assumingisotropicturbulence(8= 1/3), we

I''•'1

........

-._.•-•__-'•:-:---=.... ::....... :'••--::-:
;:-• ;:'- "-•---i=..-.
•.:

2 .............
iWKB•'i
................
i...............
i................
i..............

28

(h2) - r-T.

t ....

6
I
(I'slab
........
(I'zrn
...............
•'
..............
5fl Otisø Otanis
ø..............
l...............
3

obtain

I ....

(38)

1

0

If we assume that the fluctuations along the mean field
directionare absent(8 = 1/2), we obtain

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

r
A

Fig. 2. For the equatorial plane, plot of the power law index, tt =

(h2) o•r-3.

of
(39) {2(2+rA)-2•l-rA)}/(l+rA)intileformula(h2)o•r-ø•, asa function

rA..Thelinesareforthe"slab"
(8 = 1/2),isotropic
(8 = 1/3),and

Finally, if fluctuationsalong the field are assumedto be onethird thosein the transversedirection(8 = 3/7), a casecloseto
that observed, we obtain

(hz) - r-2-[.

amsotropic(8 = 3/7) fluctuations.Note that for the "slab"turbulencea
is exactly3 for all rA. Zhou and Matthaeus'[1989, 1990] resultis given
for comparison
by the 0•zmcurve,andall thecurvesintersect
at thepoint
representing
the WKB result.

(40)

6

Ilslab ........ Ilzm ..............
"...............

None of the above results differs from the standard WKB result

5

enough to be observationallydistinguishablefrom it, and all
of them are consistent with results from Voyager data [see

4 ..............
':.................................
':.................................
i...............

Roberts eta/., 1990].

3

The evolutionin the polar region (i.e., r l•s sin0 <<Vsw) is
given by

2

.....

0t.

l1

ISO

..............•...............

ß

anlso

:

1

-J2(2+ra)
-48(l-ra

(h2(r,O))=(h2(ro,O))r
[(,+r•)
(l+,,l}
(41)

00

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

r
A

We see that the fluctuations in the polar region typically
decreasemore slowly than that in the equatorialplane. If we

Fig. 3. For the polarregion,plot of the powerlaw index tt = { 2(2+ra)

-2•l-ra)}/(l+ra) in theformula(h2)o•r -a, asa function
of ra.
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Alfvrn wavesin thesolarwind:Arbitraryk,
WKBcase,nomatter
whatthevalueof rA. Themostimportant Hollweg,J. V., Transverse

assumptioninvolved is that the fluctuations do not heat the
plasma,and thuswhat we calculatedwas the adiabaticbehavior.
The result is also largely independentof the assumptionmade
about the isotropy of the fluctuations. Thus the observed
amplitude evolution in the outer heliospherecan be explained
by nearly incompressible turbulent fluctuations under
plausible assumptions. Unlike previouscalculations,this one
makes no assumptionabout the distribution of the turbulence
in wave vector space, and in particular does not assume a
Kolmogoroffpower law spectrumor isotropy. (Conversely,it
cannot determine the behavior in this space.) This work could
be extended to regions where Joule heating occurs in the
plasma by modeling the Joule heating term. This may help us
to understand

better the evolution

of the fluctuations

in solar

wind fields in the inner heliosphere.
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